
 
   

 
   

 
   

 
   

 
   

 
   

Sedan 

-One action to enter, exit, or  search (1 noise) -
May drive forward 0-10 inches, or reverse  0-5 
inches, and make a 0-45 degree turn after the 
move. (1 action, 1 noise) 

-Melee /Ranged attacks into the sedan suffer a -
1/-1 penalty per die. 

-Melee/Ranged attacks out of the sedan suffer a -
2/-2 penalty per die. 

- Ram Atk/Vehicle Toughness- D10+driver’s 
melee die 

-At end of ramming move or when driver is 
wounded, driver makes a <melee dice> roll  of 4+ 
or loses control and crashes vehicle 

Sports Car 

-One action to enter, exit, or  search (1 noise) 

-May drive forward 0-12 inches, or reverse  0-6 
inches, and make a 0-45 degree turn after the 
move. (1 action, 2 noise) 

-Melee /Ranged attacks into the sports car suffer 
a -1/-1 penalty per die. 

-Melee/Ranged attacks out of the sports car 
suffer a -2/-2 penalty per die. 

-Ram Atk/Vehicle Toughness- D10+driver’s melee 
die  

-At end of ramming move or when driver is 
wounded, driver makes a <melee dice> roll  of 4+ 
or loses control and crashes vehicle 

Convertible 

-One action to enter, exit, or  search (1 noise) 

-May drive forward 0-12 inches ,or reverse  0-6 
inches, and make a 0-45 degree turn after the 
move. (1 action, 2 noise) 

-Melee /Ranged attacks into the convertible 
suffer a -0/-0 penalty per die. 

-Melee/Ranged attacks out of the convertible 
suffer a -1/-1 penalty per die. 

- Ram Atk/Veh Toughness - D8+driver’s melee die 

-At end of ramming move or when driver is 
wounded, driver makes a <melee dice> roll  of 4+ 
or loses control and crashes vehicle 

Passengers 

5 
Speed 

10”/5” 

Ram Atk/ 
Toughness 

 
 

D8 

Passengers 

2or 4 
Speed 

12”/6” 

Ram Atk/ 
Toughness 

 
 

Passenger 
Protection 

-1 

Passengers 

2 or 4 
Speed 

12”/6” 

Ram Atk/ 
Toughness 

 
 

Passenger 
Protection 

-0 

 
   

 
   

Minivan 

-One action to enter, exit, or  search (1 noise) 

-May drive forward 0-10 inches, or reverse  0-5 
inches, and make a 0-45 degree turn after the 
move. (1 action, 1 noise) 

-Melee /Ranged attacks into the minivan suffer a 
-1/-1 penalty per die. 

-Melee/Ranged attacks out of the minivan suffer 
a -2/-2 penalty per die. 

- Ram Atk- D10+driver’s melee die 

-At end of ramming move or when driver is 
wounded, driver makes a <melee dice> roll  of 4+ 
or loses control and crashes vehicle 

 
   

Compact Car 

-One action to enter, exit, or  search (1 noise) 

-May drive forward 0-10 inches, or reverse  0-5 
inches, and make a 0-45 degree turn after the 
move. (1 action, 2 noise) 

-Melee /Ranged attacks into the sports car suffer 
a -1/-1 penalty per die. 

-Melee/Ranged attacks out of the sports car 
suffer a -2/-2 penalty per die. 

-Ram Atk- D8+driver’s melee die 

-At end of ramming move or when driver is 
wounded, driver makes a <melee dice> roll  of 4+ 
or loses control and crashes vehicle 

Subcompact 

-One action to enter, exit, or  search (1 noise) 

-May drive forward 0-8 inches, or reverse  0-4 
inches, and make a 0-45 degree turn after the 
move. (1 action, 2 noise) 

-Melee /Ranged attacks into the subcompact 
suffer a -0/-0 penalty per die. 

-Melee/Ranged attacks out of the subcompact 
suffer a -3/-3 penalty per die. 

- Ram Atk- D6+driver’s melee dice 

-At end of ramming move or when driver is 
wounded, driver makes a <melee dice> roll  of 4+ 
or loses control and crashes vehicle 

Passengers 

8 
Speed 

10”/5” 

Ram Atk/ 
Toughness 

 
 

D8 

Passengers 

4 
Speed 

10”/5” 

Ram Atk/ 
Toughness 

 
 

Passenger 
Protection 

-1 

Passengers 

2 or 4 
Speed 

8”/4” 

Ram Atk/ 
Toughesss 

 
 

PassengePR
otection 

-0 
D6 

SUV 

-One action to enter, exit, or  search (1 noise) 

-May drive forward 0-10 inches, or reverse  0-5 
inches, and make a 0-45 degree turn after the 
move. (1 action, 1 noise) 

-Melee /Ranged attacks into the SUV suffer a -2/-
2 penalty per die. 

-Melee/Ranged attacks out of the SUV suffer a -
2/-2 penalty per die. 

- Ram Atk/Vehicle Toughness- D12+driver’s 
melee die 

-At end of ramming move or when driver is 
wounded, driver makes a <melee dice> roll  of 4+ 
or loses control and crashes vehicle 

Passengers 

5 
Speed 

10”/5” 

Passenger  
Protection 

-2 

Ram Atk/ 
Toughness 

 
 

Pickup Truck 

-One action to enter, exit, or  search (1 noise) 

-May drive forward 0-10 inches, or reverse  0-5 
inches, and make a 0-45 degree turn after the 
move. (1 action, 1 noise) 

-Melee /Ranged attacks into the pickup suffer a -
2/-2 penalty per die (cab), -1 per die (back) 

-Melee/Ranged attacks out of the pickup suffer a 
-2/-2 penalty per die. 

- Ram Atk/Vehicle Toughness- D12+driver’s 
melee die 

-At end of ramming move or when driver is 
wounded, driver makes a <melee dice> roll  of 4+ 
or loses control and crashes vehicle 

Passengers 

2 or 4 cab 

4 back 

Speed 

10”/5” 

Passenger 
Protection 

-2 cab 

-1 back 

Ram Atk/ 
Toughness 

 
 

Motorcycle 

-One action to mount or dismount (1 noise) 

-May drive forward 0-12 inches, and make a 0-90 
degree turn before OR after the move. (1 action, 
1 noise) 

-Melee /Ranged attacks  against passengers 
suffer a -0/-0 penalty per die. 

-Melee/Ranged attacks by passengers suffer a -
2/-2 penalty per die. 

- Ram Atk/Vehicle Toughness- D4 driver’s melee 
die 

-At end of ramming move or when driver is 
wounded, driver makes a <melee dice> roll  of 4+ 
or loses control and crashes vehicle 

Passengers 

2 
Speed 

12”/6” 

Passenger 
Protection 

-0 

D10 

D12 D12 

D10 
D10 

Ram Atk/ 
Toughness 

 
 

Passenger 
Protection 

-1 

Passenger 
Protection 

-1 

D4 



 
   

 
   

 
   

 
   

 
   

 
   

Sedan 

-One action to enter, exit, or  search (1 noise) -
May drive forward 0-10 inches ,or reverse  0-5 
inches, and make a 0-45 degree turn after the 
move. (1 action, 1 noise) 

-Melee /Ranged attacks into the sedan suffer a -
1/-1 penalty per die. 

-Melee/Ranged attacks out of the sedan suffer a -
2/-2 penalty per die. 

- Ram Atk/Vehicle Toughness- D10+driver’s 
melee die 

-At end of ramming move or when driver is 
wounded, driver makes a <melee dice> roll  of 4+ 
or loses control and crashes vehicle 

Passengers 

5 
Speed 

10”/5” 

Ram Atk/ 
Toughness 

 
 

Military Truck 

-One action to enter, exit, or  search (1 noise) 

-May drive forward 0-8 inches or reverse  0-4 
inches, and make a 0-45 degree turn after the 
move. (1 action, 2 noise) 

-Melee /Ranged attacks into the truck suffer a -
2/-2 penalty per die. 

-Melee/Ranged attacks out of the truck suffer a -
2/-2 penalty per die. 

- Ram Atk/Vehicle Toughness- D12+driver’s 
melee die 

-At end of ramming move or when driver is 
wounded, driver makes a <melee dice> roll  of 3+ 
or loses control and crashes vehicle 

Passengers 

20 
Speed 

8”/4” 

Passenger  
Protection 

-2 

Armored Car 

-One action to enter, exit, or  search (1 noise) 

-May drive forward 0-8 inches or reverse  0-4 
inches, and make a 0-45 degree turn after the 
move. (1 action, 2 noise) 

-Melee /Ranged attacks into the vehicle suffer a -
2/-2 penalty per die. 

-Melee/Ranged attacks out of the vehicle suffer a 
-2/-2 penalty per die. 

- Ram Atk/Vehicle Toughness- D12+driver’s 
melee die 

-At end of ramming move or when driver is 
wounded, driver makes a <melee dice> roll  of 4+ 
or loses control and crashes vehicle 

Passengers 

4 
Speed 

10”/5” 

Passenger 
Protection 

-2 

D12 D10 

Ram Atk/ 
Toughness 

 
 

Passenger 
Protection 

-1 

Armored HUMVEE 

-One action to enter, exit, or  search (1 noise) 

-May drive forward 0-8 inches or reverse  0-4 
inches, and make a 0-45 degree turn after the 
move. (1 action, 2 noise) 

-Melee /Ranged attacks into the vehicle suffer a -
3/-3 penalty per die. 

-Melee/Ranged attacks out of the vehicle suffer a 
-1/-1 penalty per die. 

- Ram Atk/Vehicle Toughness- D12+driver’s 
melee die 

-At end of ramming move or when driver is 
wounded, driver makes a <melee dice> roll  of 3+ 
or loses control and crashes vehicle 

Passengers 

6 
Speed 

8”/4” 

Passenger  
Protection 

-3 D12 

Ram Atk/ 
Toughness 

 
 

D16 

 
   

D12 

Ram Atk/ 
Toughness 

 
 

Civilian Hummer 

-One action to enter, exit, or  search (1 noise) 

-May drive forward 0-8 inches, or reverse  0-4 
inches, and make a 0-45 degree turn after the 
move. (1 action, 1 noise) 

-Melee /Ranged attacks into the Hummer suffer 
a -2/-2 penalty per die. 

-Melee/Ranged attacks out of the Hummer suffer 
a -2/-2 penalty per die. 

- Ram Atk/Vehicle Toughness- D12+driver’s 
melee die 

-At end of ramming move or when driver is 
wounded, driver makes a <melee dice> roll  of 4+ 
or loses control and crashes vehicle 

Passengers 

6 
Speed 

8”/4” 

Passenger 
Protection 

-2 

Ram Atk/ 
Toughness 

APC 

-One action to enter, exit, or  search (1 noise) 

-May drive forward 0-8 inches or reverse  0-4 
inches, and make a 0-45 degree turn after the 
move. (1 action, 2 noise) 

-Melee /Ranged attacks against the exposed 
gunner suffer a -3/-3 penalty per die. 

-Melee/Ranged attacks out of the APC suffer a -
1/-1 penalty per die. 

- Ram Atk/Vehicle Toughness- D12+driver’s 
melee die 

-At end of ramming move or when driver is 
wounded, driver makes a <melee dice> roll  of 4+ 
or loses control and crashes vehicle 

Passengers 

11 
Speed 

8”/4” 

Passenger  
Protection 

-3 gunner 

∞  rest of crew 

 
   

Sedan 

-One action to enter, exit, or  search (1 noise) -
May drive forward 0-10 inches ,or reverse  0-5 
inches, and make a 0-45 degree turn after the 
move. (1 action, 1 noise) 

-Melee /Ranged attacks into the sedan suffer a -
1/-1 penalty per die. 

-Melee/Ranged attacks out of the sedan suffer a -
2/-2 penalty per die. 

- Ram Atk/Vehicle Toughness- D10+driver’s 
melee die 

-At end of ramming move or when driver is 
wounded, driver makes a <melee dice> roll  of 4+ 
or loses control and crashes vehicle 

Passengers 

5 
Speed 

10”/5” 

Ram Atk/ 
Toughness 

 
 D10 

Passenger 
Protection 

-1 

Ram Atk/ 
Toughness 

 
 

Ambulance 

-One action to enter, exit, or  search (1 noise) 

-May drive forward 0-8 inches, or reverse  0-4 
inches, and make a 0-45 degree turn after the 
move. (1 action, 1 noise) 

-Melee /Ranged attacks into the ambulance 
suffer a -2/-2 penalty per die. 

-Melee/Ranged attacks out of the ambulance 
suffer a -2/-2 penalty per die. 

- Ram Atk/Vehicle Toughness- D12+driver’s 
melee die 

-At end of ramming move or when driver is 
wounded, driver makes a <melee dice> roll  of 4+ 
or loses control and crashes vehicle 

Passengers 

8 
Speed 

8”/4” 

Passenger 
Protection 

-2 

D10 

 
   

Dump Truck 

-One action to enter, exit, or  search (1 noise) 

-May drive forward 0-6inches or reverse  0-3 
inches, and make a 0-45 degree turn after the 
move. (1 action, 3 noise) 

-Melee /Ranged attacks into the cab suffer a -2/-
2 penalty per die. -3/-3 in back 

-Melee/Ranged attacks out of the truck suffer a -
1/-1 penalty per die. 

- Ram Atk/Vehicle Toughness- D10+driver’s 
melee die 

-At end of ramming move or when driver is 
wounded, driver makes a <melee dice> roll  of 3+ 
or loses control and crashes vehicle 

Passengers 

3 (cab) 

10 (back) 

Speed 

6”/3” 

Ram Atk/ 
Toughness 

 
 

D16 

Passenger  
Protection 

-2  (cab) 

-3 (back) 

 

D16 

Ram Atk/ 
Toughness 



 
   

Sedan 

-One action to enter, exit, or  search (1 noise) -
May drive forward 0-10 inches ,or reverse  0-5 
inches, and make a 0-45 degree turn after the 
move. (1 action, 1 noise) 

-Melee /Ranged attacks into the sedan suffer a -
1/-1 penalty per die. 

-Melee/Ranged attacks out of the sedan suffer a -
2/-2 penalty per die. 

- Ram Atk/Vehicle Toughness- D10+driver’s 
melee die 

-At end of ramming move or when driver is 
wounded, driver makes a <melee dice> roll  of 4+ 
or loses control and crashes vehicle 

Passengers 

5 
Speed 

10”/5” 

Ram Atk/ 
Toughness 

 
 D10 

Passenger 
Protection 

-1 

 
   

Sedan 

-One action to enter, exit, or  search (1 noise) -
May drive forward 0-10 inches ,or reverse  0-5 
inches, and make a 0-45 degree turn after the 
move. (1 action, 1 noise) 

-Melee /Ranged attacks into the sedan suffer a -
1/-1 penalty per die. 

-Melee/Ranged attacks out of the sedan suffer a -
2/-2 penalty per die. 

- Ram Atk/Vehicle Toughness- D10+driver’s 
melee die 

-At end of ramming move or when driver is 
wounded, driver makes a <melee dice> roll  of 4+ 
or loses control and crashes vehicle 

Passengers 

5 
Speed 

10”/5” 

Ram Atk/ 
Toughness 

 
 D10 

Passenger 
Protection 

-1 

 
   

Sedan 

-One action to enter, exit, or  search (1 noise) -
May drive forward 0-10 inches ,or reverse  0-5 
inches, and make a 0-45 degree turn after the 
move. (1 action, 1 noise) 

-Melee /Ranged attacks into the sedan suffer a -
1/-1 penalty per die. 

-Melee/Ranged attacks out of the sedan suffer a -
2/-2 penalty per die. 

- Ram Atk/Vehicle Toughness- D10+driver’s 
melee die 

-At end of ramming move or when driver is 
wounded, driver makes a <melee dice> roll  of 4+ 
or loses control and crashes vehicle 

Passengers 

5 
Speed 

10”/5” 

Ram Atk/ 
Toughness 

 
 D10 

Passenger 
Protection 

-1 

 
   

 
   

 
   

 
   

 
   

Minivan 

-One action to enter, exit, or  search (1 noise) 

-May drive forward 0-10 inches, or reverse  0-5 
inches, and make a 0-45 degree turn after the 
move. (1 action, 1 noise) 

-Melee /Ranged attacks into the minivan suffer a 
-1/-1 penalty per die. 

-Melee/Ranged attacks out of the minivan suffer 
a -2/-2 penalty per die. 

- Ram Atk- D10+driver’s melee die 

-At end of ramming move or when driver is 
wounded, driver makes a <melee dice> roll  of 4+ 
or loses control and crashes vehicle 

 
   

Compact Car 

-One action to enter, exit, or  search (1 noise) 

-May drive forward 0-10 inches, or reverse  0-5 
inches, and make a 0-45 degree turn after the 
move. (1 action, 2 noise) 

-Melee /Ranged attacks into the sports car suffer 
a -1/-1 penalty per die. 

-Melee/Ranged attacks out of the sports car 
suffer a -2/-2 penalty per die. 

-Ram Atk- D8+driver’s melee die 

-At end of ramming move or when driver is 
wounded, driver makes a <melee dice> roll  of 4+ 
or loses control and crashes vehicle 

Subcompact 

-One action to enter, exit, or  search (1 noise) 

-May drive forward 0-8 inches, or reverse  0-4 
inches, and make a 0-45 degree turn after the 
move. (1 action, 2 noise) 

-Melee /Ranged attacks into the subcompact 
suffer a -0/-0 penalty per die. 

-Melee/Ranged attacks out of the subcompact 
suffer a -3/-3 penalty per die. 

- Ram Atk- D6+driver’s melee dice 

-At end of ramming move or when driver is 
wounded, driver makes a <melee dice> roll  of 4+ 
or loses control and crashes vehicle 

Passengers 

8 
Speed 

10”/5” 

Ram Atk/ 
Toughness 

 
 

D8 

Passengers 

4 
Speed 

10”/5” 

Ram Atk/ 
Toughness 

 
 

Passenger 
Protection 

-1 

Passengers 

2 or 4 
Speed 

8”/4” 

Ram Atk/ 
Toughesss 

 
 

PassengePR
otection 

-0 
D6 

SUV 

-One action to enter, exit, or  search (1 noise) 

-May drive forward 0-10 inches, or reverse  0-5 
inches, and make a 0-45 degree turn after the 
move. (1 action, 1 noise) 

-Melee /Ranged attacks into the SUV suffer a -2/-
2 penalty per die. 

-Melee/Ranged attacks out of the SUV suffer a -
2/-2 penalty per die. 

- Ram Atk/Vehicle Toughness- D12+driver’s 
melee die 

-At end of ramming move or when driver is 
wounded, driver makes a <melee dice> roll  of 4+ 
or loses control and crashes vehicle 

Passengers 

5 
Speed 

10”/5” 

Passenger  
Protection 

-2 

Ram Atk/ 
Toughness 

 
 

Pickup Truck 

-One action to enter, exit, or  search (1 noise) 

-May drive forward 0-10 inches, or reverse  0-5 
inches, and make a 0-45 degree turn after the 
move. (1 action, 1 noise) 

-Melee /Ranged attacks into the pickup suffer a -
2/-2 penalty per die (cab), -1 per die (back) 

-Melee/Ranged attacks out of the pickup suffer a 
-2/-2 penalty per die. 

- Ram Atk/Vehicle Toughness- D12+driver’s 
melee die 

-At end of ramming move or when driver is 
wounded, driver makes a <melee dice> roll  of 4+ 
or loses control and crashes vehicle 

Passengers 

2 or 4 cab 

4 back 

Speed 

10”/5” 

Passenger 
Protection 

-2 cab 

-1 back 

Ram Atk/ 
Toughness 

 
 

Motorcycle 

-One action to mount or dismount (1 noise) 

-May drive forward 0-12 inches, and make a 0-90 
degree turn before OR after the move. (1 action, 
1 noise) 

-Melee /Ranged attacks  against passengers 
suffer a -0/-0 penalty per die. 

-Melee/Ranged attacks by passengers suffer a -
2/-2 penalty per die. 

- Ram Atk/Vehicle Toughness- D4 driver’s melee 
die 

-At end of ramming move or when driver is 
wounded, driver makes a <melee dice> roll  of 4+ 
or loses control and crashes vehicle 

Passengers 

2 
Speed 

12”/6” 

Passenger 
Protection 

-0 

D10 

D12 D12 

Ram Atk/ 
Toughness 

 
 

Passenger 
Protection 

-1 

D4 



 
   

Garbage Truck 

-One action to enter, exit, or  search (1 noise) 

-May drive forward 0-6inches or reverse  0-3 
inches, and make a 0-45 degree turn after the 
move. (1 action, 3 noise) 

-Melee /Ranged attacks into the cab suffer a -2/-
2 penalty per die. -3/-3 in back 

-Melee/Ranged attacks out of the cab suffer a -
1/-1 penalty per die. 

- Ram Atk/Vehicle Toughness- D10+driver’s 
melee die 

-At end of ramming move or when driver is 
wounded, driver makes a <melee dice> roll  of 3+ 
or loses control and crashes vehicle 

Passengers 

3 (cab) 

10 (back) 

Speed 

6”/3” 

Ram Atk/ 
Toughness 

 
 

 
   

Armored HUMVEE 

-One action to enter, exit, or  search (1 noise) 

-May drive forward 0-8 inches or reverse  0-4 
inches, and make a 0-45 degree turn after the 
move. (1 action, 2 noise) 

-Melee /Ranged attacks into the vehicle suffer a -
3/-3 penalty per die. 

-Melee/Ranged attacks out of the vehicle suffer a 
-1/-1 penalty per die. 

- Ram Atk/Vehicle Toughness- D12+driver’s 
melee die 

-At end of ramming move or when driver is 
wounded, driver makes a <melee dice> roll  of 3+ 
or loses control and crashes vehicle 

Passengers 

6 
Speed 

8”/4” 

Passenger  
Protection 

-3 D12 

Ram Atk/ 
Toughness 

 
 

 
   

The Mystery Machine 

-One action to enter, exit, or  search (1 noise) 

-May drive forward 0-10 inches, or reverse  0-5 
inches, and make a 0-45 degree turn after the 
move. (1 action, 1 noise) 

-Melee /Ranged attacks into the Mystery 
Machine suffer a -1/-1 penalty per die. 

-Melee/Ranged attacks out of the Mystery 
Machine suffer a -2/-2 penalty per die. 

- Ram Atk- D10+driver’s melee die 

-At end of ramming move or when driver is 
wounded, driver makes a <melee dice> roll  of 4+ 
or loses control and crashes vehicle 

Passengers 

8 
Speed 

10”/5” 

Ram Atk/ 
Toughness 

 
 

D10 

Passenger 
Protection 

-1 

 
   

Armored Limousine 

-One action to enter, exit, or  search (1 noise) 

-May drive forward 0-8 nches or reverse  0-4 
inches, and make a 0-45 degree turn after the 
move. (1 action, 2 noise) 

-Melee /Ranged attacks into the vehicle suffer a -
3/-3 penalty per die. 

-Melee/Ranged attacks out of the vehiicle suffer 
a -1/-1 penalty per die. 

- Ram Atk/Vehicle Toughness- D12+driver’s 
melee die 

-At end of ramming move or when driver is 
wounded, driver makes a <melee dice> roll  of 3+ 
or loses control and crashes vehicle 

Passengers 

8 
Speed 

8”/4” 

D12 

Ram Atk/ 
Toughness 

 
 

Passenger  
Protection 

-3 

 
   

Armored SUV 

-One action to enter, exit, or  search (1 noise) 

-May drive forward 0-8 inches or reverse  0-4 
inches, and make a 0-45 degree turn after the 
move. (1 action, 2 noise) 

-Melee /Ranged attacks into the vehicle suffer a -
3/-3 penalty per die. 

-Melee/Ranged attacks out of the vehicle suffer a 
-1/-1 penalty per die. 

- Ram Atk/Vehicle Toughness- D12+driver’s 
melee die 

-At end of ramming move or when driver is 
wounded, driver makes a <melee dice> roll  of 3+ 
or loses control and crashes vehicle 

Passengers 

8 
Speed 

8”/4” 

D12 

Ram Atk/ 
Toughness 

 
 

Passenger  
Protection 

-3 

 
   

Utility Van 

-One action to enter, exit, or  search (1 noise) 

-May drive forward 0-8 inches or reverse  0-4 
inches, and make a 0-45 degree turn after the 
move. (1 action, 2 noise) 

-Melee /Ranged attacks into the van suffer a -2/-
2 penalty per die. 

-Melee/Ranged attacks out of the van suffer a -
1/-1 penalty per die. 

- Ram Atk/Vehicle Toughness- D10+driver’s 
melee die 

-At end of ramming move or when driver is 
wounded, driver makes a <melee dice> roll  of 3+ 
or loses control and crashes vehicle 

Passengers 

10 
Speed 

8”/4” 

Ram Atk/ 
Toughness 

 
 

Passenger  
Protection 

-2 
D10 

 
   

City Transit Bus 

-One action to enter, exit, or  search (1 noise) 

-May drive forward 0-6inches or reverse  0-3 
inches, and make a 0-45 degree turn after the 
move. (1 action, 2 noise) 

-Melee /Ranged attacks into the vehicle suffer a -
2/-2 penalty per die. 

-Melee/Ranged attacks out of the vehicle uffer a 
-1/-1 penalty per die. 

- Ram Atk/Vehicle Toughness- D10+driver’s 
melee die 

-At end of ramming move or when driver is 
wounded, driver makes a <melee dice> roll  of 3+ 
or loses control and crashes vehicle 

Passengers 

40 
Speed 

6”/3” 

Ram Atk/ 
Toughness 

 
 

Passenger  
Protection 

-2 
D10 

 
   

School Bus 

-One action to enter, exit, or  search (1 noise) 

-May drive forward 0-6inches or reverse  0-3 
inches, and make a 0-45 degree turn after the 
move. (1 action, 2 noise) 

-Melee /Ranged attacks into the bus suffer a -2/-
2 penalty per die. 

-Melee/Ranged attacks out of the bus suffer a -
1/-1 penalty per die. 

- Ram Atk/Vehicle Toughness- D10+driver’s 
melee die 

-At end of ramming move or when driver is 
wounded, driver makes a <melee dice> roll  of 3+ 
or loses control and crashes vehicle 

Passengers 

42 
Speed 

6”/3” 

Ram Atk/ 
Toughness 

 
 

D10 

Passenger  
Protection 

-2  (cab) 

-3 (back) 

 

Passenger  
Protection 

-2 

 
   

Police SWAT Van 

-One action to enter, exit, or  search (1 noise) 

-May drive forward 0-6 inches or reverse  0-3 
inches, and make a 0-45 degree turn after the 
move. (1 action, 2 noise) 

-Melee /Ranged attacks into the van suffer a -2/-
2 penalty per die. 

-Melee/Ranged attacks out of the van suffer a -
1/-1 penalty per die. 

- Ram Atk/Vehicle Toughness- D10+driver’s 
melee die 

-At end of ramming move or when driver is 
wounded, driver makes a <melee dice> roll  of 3+ 
or loses control and crashes vehicle 

Passengers 

10 
Speed 

6”/3” 

Ram Atk/ 
Toughness 

 
 

Passenger  
Protection 

-2 
D10 

D16 


